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BunkerExperience presents an unbeatable combination of intensive
classroom teaching and real-life bunkering experience.

FOCUSING ON:
•
•
•

barge operations and sampling
lab tests and procedures
bunker quality

•
•
•

calculations and measurements
onboard fuel handling
ship type familiarisation

This all-inclusive three-day course is guaranteed to provide a rock solid
intellectual and practical introduction into the three most important hands-on
elements of the bunker business.
The morning classroom sessions are geared towards preparing students to
make the most of the afternoon ‘real life’ experience of working on a bunker
barge, working in a testing laboratory and ‘going to sea’ for close-up views
of different types of ships, barges and terminals in Europe’s busiest port.

The course was very well presented. Difficult
subjects were passed on in a simplified
manner, in which it was easily understood
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DELTA HOTEL, VLAARDINGEN

COURSE PROGRAMME
Monday
Welcome drinks at the hotel

Tuesday
• Course registration and breakfast
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bunkering – why are we here?
Round Robin – get to meet your colleagues
Get to know all about mass flow meters
Learning definitions
Calculations
Visit to a bunker barge
Measuring and sampling a barge yourself,
guided by 1st class marine surveyors
• Drinks and dinner

Wednesday
• The refinery process from crude oil to fuel oil
• Fuel specifications and test parameters
• Laboratory visit
Performing tests yourself on samples taken:
Density, Viscosity, Flashpoint,
Pourpoint/Cloudpoint, Sulphur and Water
• Drinks and dinner

Thursday

• The bunker buying process
• Types of ships and their consumption
• "Tour de Port" - tour of the port, ships and
facilities - lunch onboard
• Diploma Ceremony
• Course Wrap-up
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Even for those
who have been in the
industry for many
years, this course
offers something
really special

BARGE DAY | LAB DAY | PORT DAY | CLASSROOM

27-30 SEPTEMBER 2021

ROTTERDAM

Price: €2,995
REGISTER HERE
Course prices are all-inclusive

This all-inclusive programme includes:
•
•
•
•
•

three nights’ hotel accommodation
lunches, dinners and drinks
transportation to and from the ‘practical’ sites
course materials
course certificate.

On top of that, the course offers a great evening programme where students
can mix and compare experiences with their peers and draw on the vast
experience of the course lecturers.
Even for those who have been in the industry for many years, this course offers
something really special.

For more information:
T: +44 1295 81 44 55
E: info@bunkerevents.com
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